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[57] ABSTRACT 
A method of bringing a nuclear power plant to frac-
tional electric load conditions, which power plant com-
prises at least two nuclear reactors, at least one nuclear 
reactor being a breeder and both reactors transferring 
heat to the turbine working substance, consisting in that 
the consumption of the turbine working substance is 
reduced in accordance with a predetermined fractional 
load. At the same time, the amount of heat being trans-
ferred from the nuclear reactors to the turbine working 
substance is reduced, for which purpose the reactors are 
included in autonomous cooling circuits to successively 
transfer heat to the turbine working substance. The 
breeding reactor is included in the cooling circuit with 
a lower coolant temperature, the temperature of the 
coolant at the inlet and outlet of the breeder being re-
duced to a level ensuring the operation of the nuclear 
power plant in predetermined fractional load condi-
tions, due to which the power of the breeder is in-
creased, and aflterheat is removed. 

4 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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METHOD OF BRINGING NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANT TO FRACTIONAL ELECTRICAL LOAD 

CONDITIONS 

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 586,802 
filed June 13, 1975 which in turn is a continuation of 
application Ser. No. 406,215 filed Oct. 15, 1973, both 
abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates generally to nuclear 

power plants, and more particularly it relates to meth-
ods of bringing a nuclear power plant to fractional 
electric load conditions. 15 

A method is known of bringing a nuclear power plant 
to fractional electric load conditions, consisting of two 
fast reactors arranged in parallel in the cooling circuit 
and transferring heat to the turbine working substance, 
consisting in that both the consumption of the working 20 
substance and the amount of heat being transferred from 
the reactors to the working substance are reduced in 
accordance with a predetermined fractional load. 
Therewith, the reduction of the amount of heat being 
transferred to the working substance is attained by de- 25 
creasing the power of one of the reactors and by reduc-
ing the rate of flow of the coolant therethrough so that 
the coolant parameters at the inlet and outlet of the 
reactors are maintained constant. 

A disadvantage of the known method resides in that 30 
when the power plant is being brought to fractional 
electric load conditions, the power of one of the reac-
tors is reduced, which results in a lower rate of breeding 
new fuel, as well as in a lower energy content of the 
nuclear fuel being used. 35 

SUMMARY O F THE INVENTION 
It is an object of the present invention to provide a 

method of bringing a nuclear power plant to fractional 
electric load conditions, wherein a reduction in the 40 
amount of heat being transferred from the nuclear reac-
tors to the turbine working substance will bring about 
an increase in the thermal capacity of the breeding 
reactor rather than a decrease therein, which, in turn, 
will result in a higher rate of breeding new fuel. 45 

This object is attained by the fact that in a method of 
bringing a nuclear power plant to fractional electric 
load conditions, which power plant comprises two nu-
clear reactors, one reactor being a breeder and both 
reactors transferring heat to the turbine working sub- 50 
stance, consisting in that the comsumption of the work-
ing substance and the amount of heat being transferred 
from the reactors to the working substance are reduced 
in accordance with a predetermined fractional electric 
load, the nuclear reactors are, according to the inven- 55 
tion, included in autonomous cooling circuits to succes-
sively transfer heat to the turbine working substance, 
the breeding reactor being included in the cooling cir-
cuit with a lower coolant temperature, the temperature 
of the coolant at the inlet and outlet of the breeder being 60 
reduced to a level ensuring the operation of the power 
plant in predetermined fractional load conditions, due 
to which the power of the breeder is increased, after-
heat being removed. 

It is expedient that in the proposed method of bring- 65 
ing a nuclear power plant to fractional electric load 
conditions, part of the coolant be taken from the outlet 
of the reactor included in the cooling circuit with a 

higher coolant temperature and used for heating the 
coolant at the outlet of the breeder, and, in so doing, 
such an amount of heat should be removed from this 
portion of coolant that its temperature is brought down 
to the level of the coolant temperature at the inlet of the 
reactor included in the cooling circuit with a higher 
coolant temperature, then this portion of the coolant 
should be mixed with the coolant at the inlet of the 
reactor included in the cooling circuit with a higher 
coolant temperature. 

It is also expedient that part of the coolant from the 
outlet of the reactor included in the cooling circuit with 
a higher coolant temperature be taken and used for 
heating the coolant at the outlet of the breeder, and, in 
so doing, the maximum possible amount of heat should 
be removed from this portion of coolant, then this same 
portion of coolant should be used for heating the tur-
bine working substance in the steam generator with 
such an amount of heat being removed from this portion 
that its temperature is brought down to the level of the 
coolant temperature at the inlet of the reactor included 
in the cooling circuit with a higher coolant temperature, 
and, finally, this portion of coolant should be mixed 
with the coolant at the inlet of the reactor included in 
the cooling circuit with a higher coolant temperature. 

Besides, it is desirable that part of the coolant be 
taken from the outlet of the reactor included in the 
cooling circuit with a higher coolant temperature to be 
mixed with the coolant at the outlet of the breeder and 
the resulting flow of coolant be used for heating the 
turbine working substance in the steam generator, and, 
in so doing, such an amount of heat should be removed 
from the resulting flow of coolant that its temperature 
be brought down to the level of the coolant temperature 
at the inlet t>f the reactor included in the cooling circuit 
with a higher coolant temperature, then the original 
portion of coolant should be taken from the resulting 
flow to be mixed with the coolant at the inlet of the 
reactor included in the cooling circuit with a higher 
coolant temperature. 

It is also possible in the proposed method to take part 
of the coolant from the outlet of the reactor included in 
the cooling circuit with a higher coolant temperature 
and use it for heating the turbine working substance in 
the steam generator with such an amount of heat being 
removed from this portion of coolant that its tempera-
ture be brought down to the level of the coolant tem-
perature at the inlet of the reactor included in the cool-
ing circuit with a higher coolant temperature, then to 
mix this portion of coolant with the coolant at the inlet 
of the reactor included in the cooling circuit with a 
higher coolant temperature. 

The method of bringing a nuclear power plant to 
fractional electric load conditions, according to the 
present invention, is advantageous in that it offers a 
higher rate of breeding secondary nuclear fuel with the 
power plant operating in fractional electric load condi-
tions. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS 
The invention will now be described in greater detail 

with reference being made to specific embodiments 
thereof in conjunction with the accompanying draw-
ings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a simplified diagram of an embodiment of a 
nuclear power plant for effecting the method of bring-
ing a nuclear power plant to fractional electric load 
conditions, according to the invention; 
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FIG. 2 is a simplified schematic representation of 

another embodiment of a nuclear power plant for effect-
ing the method of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a simplified schematic representation of a 
third embodiment of a nuclear power plant for effecting 5 
the method of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a simplified schematic representation of a 
fourth embodiment of a nuclear power plant for effect-
ing the method of the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a simplified schematic representation of a 10 
fifth embodiment of a nuclear power plant for effecting 
the method of the present invention; and 

FIG. 6 is a graph representing the temperatures (T) of 
the coolant and the working substance versus the 
amount of heat (Q) being transferred from the coolant 15 
to the working substance (TQ-diagram) for the embodi-
ment of the nuclear power plant of FIG. 2, according to 
the invention. 

D E T A I L E D DESCRIPTION OF T H E 
P R E F E R R E D EMBODIMENT 

20 

Referring now to FIG. 1, the nuclear power plant 
comprises a high-temperature cooling circuit 1, a low-
temperature cooling circuit 2, a working substance cir-
cuit 3 and a heat-consuming circuit 4. 25 

The high-temperature cooling circuit 1 includes a 
high-temperature reactor 5, adjusting fittings 6 and a 
steam superheater 7, all arranged in series. 

The low-temperature cooling circuit 2 includes a 
low-temperature breeding reactor 8, a steam generator 30 
9, adjusting fittings 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and a heat ex-
changer 15, all arranged in series. 

The working substance circuit 3 includes the steam 
generator 9, the steam superheater 7, turbine adjusting 
fittings 16, a steam turbine 17, a condenser 18, pumps 19 35 
and adjusting fittings 20, all arranged in series. 

The heat-consuming circuit 4 includes the heat ex-
changer 15, a heat consumer 21 and adjusting fittings 
22, all arranged in series. 

The steam generator 9 is so made that its heat-transfer 40 
surface has a plurality of sections on the side of the 
coolant outflow, which sections can be shut off by 
means of the adjusting fittings 10,11,12 with the result 
that the heat-transfer area of the generator 9 can be 
reduced so as to enable the coolant to be taken from 45 
precisely that point of the steam generator 9 whereat 
the coolant temperature corresponds to a particular 
electric load of the nuclear power plant. 

Used as the high-temperature reactor 5 is a sodium-
cooled oxide-fuelled reactor. The high-temperature 50 
reactor may also be gas- or steam-cooled. 

Used as the low-temperature breeding reactor 8 is a 
fast breeder, preferably fuelled with monocarbide or 
any other metal fuel. Use may also be made of a thermal 
breeder operating in a thorium cycle. 55 

FIG. 2 shows another embodiment of the nuclear 
power plant for effecting the method of the invention, 
which differs from the power plant of FIG. 1 in that an 
auxiliary heat exchanger 23 of the regenerative type 
arranged in series with additional adjusting fittings 24 60 
are placed in the high-temperature cooling circuit 1 in 
parallel with the steam superheater 7. In this arrange-
ment, the heat exchanger 23 is disposed in the circuit 1 
on the side of the heating coolant, while on the side of 
the heated coolant the auxiliary heat exchanger 23 is 65 
included in the low-temperature circuit 2 intermediate 
of the outlet of the breeding reactor 8 and the inlet of 
the steam generator 9. 

The third embodiment of the nuclear power plant for 
effecting the method of the present invention, shown in 
FIG. 3, differs from the power plant of FIG. 2 in that an 
auxiliary section 25 of the steam generator 9 together 
with adjusting fittings 26, 27 and 28 are arranged inter-
mediate of the outlet of the auxiliary heat exchanger 23, 
on the side of the heating coolant, and the inlet of the 
high-temperature reactor 5. 

The auxiliary section 25 of the steam generator 9 
comprises an additional sectionalized heat-transfer area 
wherethrough heat is transferred from part of the cool-
ant of the high-temperature reactor 5 to the working 
substance. Therewith, this heat-transfer area is so dis-
posed in the steam generator that the coolant of the 
high-temperature reactor 5 flows in one direction paral-
lel to the main flow of the coolant in the circuit 2 and its 
temperature is at each point equal to that at respective 
points of the main coolant flow. 

The adjusting fittings 26, 27 and 28 are arranged so as 
to tap the coolant from different points of the auxiliary 
section 25 in accordance with the electric load of the 
nuclear power plant. 

Shown in FIG. 4 is the fourth embodiment of the 
nuclear power plant for effecting the method of the 
present invention, which differs from the power plant of 
FIG. 3 in that used as the auxiliary heat exchanger is a 
contact heat exchanger 23', and used as the auxiliary 
section 25 is the initial portion 25' of the main heat-
transfer area of the steam generator 9. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the fifth embodiment of the nuclear 
power plant for effecting the method of the present 
invention, which differs from the embodiment of FIG. 1 
in that the heat-transfer area of the steam generator 9 is 
divided into two independent sections 29 and 30. The 
section 29 with a higher coolant temperature may be 
placed in parallel with the steam superheater 7 by means 
of the adjusting fittings 24,26,27 and 28, and the section 
30 with a lower coolant temperature may be included in 
the low-temperature cooling circuit 2 in a manner like 
this is done in the nuclear power plant of FIG. 1. There-
with, the high-temperature section 29 is sectionalized 
which makes it possible to tap the coolant, by means of 
the fittings 26, 27 and 28, from that point of the high-
temperature section 29 at which the coolant tempera-
ture corresponds to a particular electric load of the 
nuclear power plant. 

Plotted on the abscissa of the TQ-diagram of FIG. 6 
is the amount of heat (Q) being transferred from the 
coolant to the working substance, while the tempera-
tures (T) of the coolant and the working substance are 
plotted as ordinates. 

Curve 31 represents variations in the temperature of 
the coolant of the high-temperature reactor 5 when the 
nuclear power plant operates in the rated and fractional 
electric load conditions, respectively, as heat is being 
transferred from the coolant to the working substance 
in the steam superheater 7. 

Curves 32 and 33 represent variations in the tempera-
ture of the coolant of the low-temperature breeding 
reactor 8 when the nuclear power plant operates in the 
rated and fractional electric load conditions, respec-
tively, as heat is being transferred from the coolant to 
the working substance in the steam generator 9 and heat 
exchanger 15. 

Curves 34 and 35 represent variations in the tempera-
ture of the working substance of the turbine 17 when 
the nuclear power plant operates in the rated and frac-
tional electric load conditions, respectively, as the tem-
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perature is rising in the steam generator 9 and steam auxiliary section 25 of the steam generator 9, wherein 
superheater 7. such an amount of heat is transferred from this portion 

The above-described embodiments of the method of coolant to the turbine working substance that the 
according to the present invention can be realized to the coolant temperature is brought down to the level of that 
best advantage at two-circuit nuclear power plants. So 5 at the inlet of the high-temperature reactor 5. Thereaf-
far as three-circuit power plants are concerned using, ter, the adjusting fittings 26, 27 and 28 are used to tap 
for example, fast liquid-metal fuel reactors in the first this portion of coolant from that point of the auxiliary 
and intermediate circuits, the above embodiments section 25 downstream, whereat the coolant tempera-
should preferably be realized in the intermediate circuit ture is equal to that at the inlet of the high-temperature 
with heat exchangers being arranged between the first 10 reactor 5 and corresponds, at the same time, to a partic-
and intermediate circuits. ular fractional electric load of the nuclear power plant; 

The method of bringing a nuclear power plant to this portion of coolant is delivered to the inlet of the 
fractional electric load conditions, according to the high-temperature reactor 5. 
present invention, is realized as follows. In the embodiment of FIG. 4, additionally to the steps 

When the electric load of a nuclear power plant is 15 of bringing the power plant to fractional electric load 
reduced, the consumption of the working substance is at conditions as effected in the embodiment of FIG. 1, the 
the same time being brought down by means of the coolant from the outlet of the high-temperature reactor 
adjusting fittings 16 and 20 (FIG. 1) so as to maintain 5 is distributed by means of the fittings 6 and 24 so that 
the parameters (pressure and rate of flow) of the work- a portion thereof required to maintain a predetermined 
ing substance upstream of the turbine 17 invariable. 20 temperature of the working substance of the turbine 17 

At the same time, a portion of the heat-transfer area operating in fractional electric load conditions is di-
of the steam generator 9 on the side of the coolant out- rected to the steam superheater 7. The remaining por-
flow therefrom is shut off in the circuit 2 of the low- tion of the coolant is diverted to the auxiliary contact 
temperature breeding reactor 8 with the aid of the fit- heat exchanger 23' wherein it is mixed with the coolant 
tings 10, 11 and 12, thus reducing the amount of heat 25 coming from the outlet of the low-temperature breeding 
being transferred from the breeder 8 to the working reactor 8. The resulting total flow of the coolant is 
substance to match the reduction of the electric load of directed to the steam generator 9 in which it is cooled as 
the power plant. Therewith, the adjusting fittings 13 heat is being transferred to the turbine working sub-
and 14 are used to introduce the heat exchanger 15 into stance. Then, the previously added portion of coolant is 
the circuit 2 of the low-temperature breeding reactor 8, 30 tapped from the total flow by means of the fittings 26, 
and the fittings 22 are used to hook the heat consumer 27 and 28, from that point of the heat-transfer area of 
21 into the circuit thereby removing the heat which is in the steam generator 9, downstream, whereat the tem-
excess of the amount needed for the operation of the perature of the total coolant flow becomes equal to the 
nuclear power plant in the fractional electric load con- coolant temperature at the inlet of the high-temperature 
ditions. 35 reactor 5 and corresponds, at the same time, to a partic-

The introduction of the heat exchanger 15 results in a ular fractional electric load of the nuclear power plant, 
substantial reduction in the coolant temperature both at and delivered to the inlet of the high-temperature reac-
the inlet and oulet of the low-temperature breeding tor 5. 
reactor 8 and a respective increase in the thermal capac- In the embodiment of FIG. 5, in addition to the steps 
ity thereof. 40 effected in the embodiment of FIG. 1, part of the cool-

At the same time, the flow rate of the coolant through ant from the outlet of the high-temperature reactor 5 is 
the breeder 8 is maintained invariable. delivered to the inlet of the high-temperature section 29 

In the embodiment of FIG. 2, to bring the power of the steam generator 9, in which such an amount of 
plant to fractional electric load conditions, the coolant heat is transferred from this portion of coolant to the 
from the output of the high-temperature reactor 5 is 45 turbine working substance that the temperature of the 
additionally distributed by means of the fittings 6 and 24 coolant is brought down to the level of that at the inlet 
sp that a portion thereof, required to heat the turbine of the high-temperature reactor 5. Then, the adjusting 
working substance to the preset temperature, is directed fittings 26, 27 and 28 are used to tap a portion of the 
to the steam superheater 7. The remaining portion of the coolant from that point of the high-temperature section 
coolant is diverted to the auxiliary heat exchanger 23 of 50 29, downstream, whereat the coolant temperature be-
the regenerative type in which heat from this portion of comes equal to that at the inlet of the high-temperature 
the coolant from the high-temperature reactor 5 is reactor 5 and corresponds, at the same time to a particu-
transferred to the coolant at the outlet of the low-tem- lar fractional electric load of the nuclear power plant, 
perature breeding reactor 8, whereafter said portion of and deliver this portion to the inlet of the high-tempera-
coolant is sent back to the inlet of the high-temperature 55 ture reactor 5. 
reactor 5. The realization of the proposed method at a nuclear 

The accomplishment of the above-described steps in power plant having a rated electric capacity of 3,000 
this particular embodiment culminates in the processes MW and comprising two reactors: a high-temperature 
illustrated by the TQ-diagram of FIG. 6 (curves 31 to sodium oxide-fuelled fast reactor and a low-temperature 
35). 60 sodium metal-fuelled fast reactor, with their thermal 

In the embodiment of FIG. 3, in addition to what has capacities being in the ratio of about 0.3 to 0.7 (in pro-
been done in the embodiment of FIG. 1, part of the portion to the superheat section-to-economizer-cum-
coolant from the high-temperature reactor 5 is deliv- evaporator section ratio), the minimum coolant temper-
ered to the auxiliary heat exchanger 23, in which case ature downstream of the heat exchanger 15 being equal 
this portion of coolant serves as a heating medium, then, 65 to some 100° C and the steam parameters upstream of 
after heat has been transferred therefrom, in the auxil- the turbine being: T = 505° C, P = 130 atm, offers, the 
iary heat exchanger 23, to the coolant of the low-tem- nuclear power plant operating at half its rated electric 
perature breeding reactor 8, it is delivered further to the capacity, an increase in the fuel breeding rate in the fuel 
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cycle by 30 to 40%. The doubling period of the low-
temperature reactor is reduced by about 20% (from 3.7 
to about 3.0 years). 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of bringing a nuclear power plant to 5 

fractional electric load conditions, which nuclear 
power plant comprises a turbine driven by a working 
substance, at least two nuclear reactors, at least one 
nuclear reactor being a breeder and both reactors trans-
ferring heat to said working substance, said method 10 

comprising the steps of: reducing the supply of working 
substance to said turbine in accordance with a predeter-
mined fractional load; transferring heat successively 
from said nuclear reactors to said working substance; 
connecting said breeding reactor to a first cooling cir-
cuit having a first coolant temperature; connecting the 
other nuclear reactor to a second cooling circuit with a 
coolant temperature higher than said first coolant tem-
perature; lowering the coolant temperature at the inlet 2 Q 
and outlet of said breeding reactor to a level corre-
sponding to the reduced supply of said and increasing 
the power of said breeding reactor as a result of the 
lowering of the temperature of the coolant flowing 
therethrough; and removing excess heat resulting there- j s 
from. 

2. A method of bringing a nuclear power plant to 
fractional electric load conditions as claimed in claim 1, 
and further including the steps of taking a portion of the 
coolant from the outlet of said other reactor connected 30 
in said second cooling circuit with the higher coolant 
temperature; using said portion of coolant for heating 
said working substance of said turbine with such an 
amount of heat being removed from said portion of 
coolant that the temperature thereof is brought down to 35 
the level of the coolant temperature at the inlet of said 
other reactor connected in said second cooling circuit 
with the higher coolant temperature; and then mixing 
said portion of coolant with the coolant at the inlet of 

said other reactor connected in said second cooling 
circuit with the higher coolant temperature. 

3. A method of bringing a nuclear power plant to 
fractional electric load conditions as claimed in claim 1, 
and further including the steps of taking a portion of the 
coolant from the outlet of said reactor connected in said 
second cooling circuit with the higher coolant tempera-
ture; using said portion of coolant for heating the cool-
ant at the outlet of said breeding reactor with the maxi-
mum possible amount of heat being removed from said 
portion of coolant; then using the same said portion of 
coolant for heating said working substance of said tur-
bine with such an amount of heat being removed from 
said portion of coolant so that the temperature thereof is 
brought down to the level of the coolant temperature at 
the inlet of said other reactor connected in said second 
cooling circuit with the higher coolant temperature; 
and then mixing said portion of coolant withithe coolant 
at the inlet of said other reactor connected in the cool-
ing circuit with the higher coolant temperature. 

4. A method of bringing a nuclear power plant to 
fractional electric load conditions as claimed in claim 1 
and further including the steps of taking a portion of the 
coolant from the outlet of said other reactor connected 
in said second cooling circuit with the higher coolant 
temperature; mixing said portion of coolant with the 
coolant at the outlet of said breeding reactor; using the 
resulting total flow of coolant for heating said working 
substance of said turbine with such an amount of heat 
being removed from said total flow so that the tampera-
ture thereof is brought down to the level of the coolant 
temperature at the inlet of said other reactor connected 
in the cooling circuit with the higher coolant tempera-
ture; and then taking the previously added portion of 
coolant from said total flow of coolant and mixing with 
the coolant at the inlet of said other reactor included in 
said second cooling circuit with the higher coolant 
temperature. 

* * * * * 
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